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Various Initiatives

Progress of actions under 
existing frameworks such as 
G20, G7, the Basel Convention, 
IMO, Regional Seas Conventions 
and Action Plans, ASEAN, APEC 
and other related developments
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Progress so far:
Initial build of the GPML 'connect stakeholder' aspect 

on TSC’s Atium software, currently tested by 88 

registered users from different sectors

• User Consultations: Input and feedback workshops

• Use cases for registered stakeholders in the 

Stakeholder Connect Pilot:

❑ Get a better sense of the GPML ecosystem by exploring the 

dynamic mappings (who’s who, what are they involved in 

and how are they connected)

❑ Strengthen the stakeholder data with expertise and 

requirements to enable more accurate matchmaking

❑ Next: Identify ‘matches’ with potential partners in the 

interactive database of marine litter and plasticpollution 

experts

GPML Digital Platform - Connect Stakeholders Pilot



• Stakeholder and issue intelligence within the GPML 

Digital Platform

• Use cases for registered stakeholders on the GPML 

Digital Platform:

❑ Dynamic, interactive database of marine litter and plastic pollution 

experts

❑ Matchmaking between marine litter and plastic pollution experts 

and interested stakeholders

❑ Connect, share and collaborate

GPML Digital Platform - Connect Stakeholders

The Pilot vision:
Enable governments, industry, academia, civil society and other stakeholders to share experiences and 

coordinate action towards the long-term elimination, through a life-cycle approach, of discharges of litter and 

microplastics into the oceans.

Our approach: 
Digitally transform the way GPML registered users 

interact with each other to effectively partner for impact
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